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Abstract-In this paper we present reduced complexity OFDM 
frequency offset estimation methods based on the hest Linear un- 
biased estimation (BLUE) prinaple. Firstly, reduced complexity 
version of methods from [61 is pmented. Secondly, a method 
that possesses both slight performance improvement of [6] and 
complexity advantage of [SI is proposed. Furthermore, we present 
the effects of the number of identical parts contained in the 
training symbol on the frequency offset estimation performance. 
Our results indicate that an improper choice of the number 
of identical parts contained in the training symbol can cause 
significant performance degradation to the methods of [51 and 
I61 while a proper choice can give extra MSE improvement. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the main drawbacks of OFDM is its high sensitivity 
to frequency offsets caused by oscillator inaccuracies and 
Doppler shift of the mobile channel [I]. The main problem 
with frequency offset is that it causes loss of orthogonality 
among subcarriers and introduces inter subcarrier interference 
and hence, can degrade system performance significantly. 
Moreover, frequency offset also induces phase error which 
accumulates over successive symbols. Unless pilot tones for 
phase tracking are employed, this cumulative phase error can 
also degrade the system performance to a larger instant for 
a system with a larger packet length. All of them demand a 
highly accurate frequency offset estimation method. 

Several schemes (e.g., [2] - 151) have been proposed for 
OFDM frequency offset estimation. In [Z], a maximum like- 
lihood frequency offset estimator was presented based on the 
use of two consecutive and identical symbols. The maximum 
frequency offset that can he handled is H I 2  of the subcarrier 
spacing. The method of [4] also applied two training symbols. 
The first has two identical halves and is used to estimate 
a frequency offset less than the subcarrier spacing while 
the second symbol is used to resolve the frequency offset 
estimation ambiguity. Recently in [5], Morelli and Mengali 
(M&M) presented an improved frequency offset estimation 
based on the hest linear unbiased estimation (BLUE) principle. 
The M&M method uses a training symbol composed of L > 2 
identical parts and the frequency acquisition range is + L / 2 .  
At the cost of increased complexity. the M&M method brought 
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in some MSE performance improvement over the method of 

In [61. three frequency offset estimation methods based on 
the BLUE principle were presented: one of them has the 
same frequency offset estimation mean square error (MSE) 
performance as the M&M method while the other two methods 
give a slightly better MSE performance than the M&M method 
especially at low SNR values. The slight improvement of the 
methods in 161 is associated with the cost of some complexity: 
however, the complexity issue was not considered in [6]. 

Firstly, in this paper we address the complexity issue in- 
volved in the methods of [6]. In particular, we present reduced 
complexity versions of the methods in 161. Secondly, we 
propose a frequency offset estimation method which possesses 
both the slight improvement of the methods from [6] and the 
complexity advantage of the M&M method. At the same com- 
plexity, this method has a marginal MSE improvement over 
the M&M method, especially at low SNR values. It should be 
emphasized that a slight improvement over the M&M method, 
even though not significant in terms of improvement gain, 
is not trivial since the performance of the M&M method is 
already very close to the CRB. Thirdly, we discuss the effects 
of the number of identical parts contained in the training 
symbol on the frequency offset estimation performance. This 
gives an important insight on how the training symbol should 
be designed in order to achieve a better MSE performance 
with the same amount of training overhead. 

11. SIGNAL MODEL 

The time-domain complex baseband samples {s(k)} of 
the useful part of an OFDM signal with N subcarriers are 
generated by taking the N-point inverse fast Fourier transform 
(IFFTN) of a block of subcarrier symbols {Cl} which are from 
a QAM or PSK signal constellation as 

[41. 

where the number of used subcarriers is 2N, + 1 5 N. The 
useful part of each OFDM symbol has a duration of T seconds 
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and is preceded by a cyclic prefix, which is longer than 
the channel impulse response, in order to avoid inter-symbol 
interference (ISI). Assuming that the timing synchronization 
eliminates the ISI, the receive filter output samples { r ( k ) }  
taken at the sampling rate of NIT can be given by 

(2 )  

where U is the carrier frequency offset normalized by the 
subcarrier spacing 1/T, n ( k )  is a sample of complex Gaussian 
noise process with zero mean and variance U,?, = E{ln(k)12} 
and x ( k )  is the channel output signal component given by 

,.(k) = e P r * k / N  x ( k )  + n(k) 

where rl is the total frequency response at the I t h  subcarrier, 
including the effects of the channel, filters, timing offset 
and arbitrary carrier phase factor. The signal-to-noise ratio 
is defined as SNR = uz/ui, with U: 5 E { l z ( k ) / " } .  The 
frequency offset estimation considered is based on the training 
symbol { s ( k ) }  consisting of L identical parts as in [6]. 

A 

111. FREQUENCY OFFSET ESTIMATION 
The proposed frequency offset estimation is based on the 

correlations among the identical parts of the received training 
symbol. Define the correlation term as 

N - m M - l  

R(m) = 1 r*(k) r ( k + m M ) ,  15 m 5 H (4) 

where M = NIL is the number of the samples of each 
identical part of the training symbol and H is a design 
parameter with 1 5 H 5 L - 1. Substituting (2) into (4) 
results in 

qm) = ej2nvmM/N { ( L  - m)E1+ G(m) + N ( m ) }  ( 5 )  

k=O 

where 
M - l  

EI 1 I4k)l' ( 6 )  
k=O 

N - m M - I  

{ z*(k) i r (k  + mM) + A G(m) = 
~ 

k=O 

x(k +mM)A*(k)} (7) 
N-mM-1 

(8) 
A N ( m )  = A*@) A(k+mM) 

k=O 

A and A(k) = n(k)e-jzxw*/N is a random variable statistically 
equivalent to n(k) .  

Define the following: 

(9) 

If lul < N/(2mM), then we have 
N 

27mM e,=u+- arg{(L - m)E1 + G(m) + N(m)}  (10) 

and hence, 0, gives an estimate of U. For smaller m values, 
M can be designed to handle the possible maximum frequency 
offset, i.e., to satisfy the condition lul < N/(2mM). However, 
the oscillator inaccuracies and the channel Doppler shift may 
not guarantee the condition lul < N/(2mM) for larger m 
values. Hence, 8, with larger m values are associated with 
an ambiguity problem and would not be suitable for use as an 
estimate for U. To circumvent this, [6] proposed the following. 
First, 01' is calculated and used as an initial estimate of U. 
Then the initial frequency offset compensation is  performed 
on the received training symbol by using the initial frequency 
offset estimate O1. The frequency offset compensated received 
training symbol sample i(k) can be expressed as 

r(k) = r ( k ) e - j Z * o l k / N .  ( 1  1) 

Using i ( k )  in place of r(k) in (4) and (9) gives 

N - m M - l  

R(m) = T'(k) i ( k+mM) ,  2 5 m 5 H  (12) 
k=O 

- - e j 2 n ( " - e 1 ) m M / N  { ( L  - m)El +G(m) + f l ( m ) }  

arg{R(m)} , 2 5 m 5 H e, = - 
N 

27rmM I, 

+G(m) + R ( m ) }  (13) 

where G(m) and f l (m)  have the same statistical behaviors 
as G(m) and N(m) ,  respectively. Since 81 would he close to 
U, {Om : 2 5 m 5 H }  give estimates of (v - 01) without 
any ambiguity. Now, (8, : 2 5 m 5 H }  can be given by 
8, = 81 f 6,- 2 5 m 5 H .  

The frequency offset estimator based on the BLUE principle 
can then he given by [7] 

" .. 
o =  C2Umo, (14) 

m=1 

where to, is the mth component of the weighting vector 

A Here, CO is the covariance matrix of 0 = [O,, 02, . . . , OH]= 
and 1 is an all ones column vector of length H .  The above 
frequency offset estimation based on the BLUE principle 
requires Co. Three methods (Method A, B and C )  were 
presented in [6]  for obtaining the required (approximate) value 
of Co. Reduced complexity version of these methods will be 
discussed in the following section. 

' In circumventing the ambiguity problem. instead of 81. it would be slightly 
better to use 86 which is associated with the largesr weighting value among 
those (e l }  that do not have ambiguity problem 
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H=L-1=7 0'25m 0.2 

Iv. REDUCED COMPLEXITY VERSION OF PREVIOUS 
METHODS 

After re-arranging, (14) can be expressed as 

By observing the following relationship 

f i ( m )  = e-jm w ( R ( 1 ) )  R(m), (17) 

arg{R(m)) can be obtained without calculating R(m) as 

w { R ( m ) )  = [aw{R(m)) - m .  arg{R(l)}12n. (18) 

By observing the above relationship, reduced complexity ver- 
sion of the methods from 161 can be implemented by using 
(16) and (18) rather than the direct approach using ( I  l)-(14). 

v. PROPOSED METHOD (METHOD D) 
Rather than directly calculating arg{R(m)), using the 

phase differential of correlation terms with respect to R(l),  
namely arg{R(m)} - m . arg{R(l)}, can save extra com- 
plexity. A larger complexity saving would be achieved if the 
phase differential of adjacent correlation terms are used as in 
the M&M method. Hence, in the proposed method, we use 
the phase differential of adjacent correlation terms as follows. 

$m 1 5 m 5 H larg{R(m)) - arg{R(m - l ) l } l zn ,  

E 0.15 
m .. 
t 
s 0.1. 

0.05 

Fig. I. 
and L = 8. 

The weighting values {w,} far the proposed method with H = 7 

SNR value required in Cm would be replaced by the designed 
value SNR,. Our simulation results (not shown) reveal that the 
proposed method is insensitive to the SNR mismatch (SNR, 
# SNR). The proposed method and the M&M method have 
the same estimator structure but different covariance matrix 
and hence, different weighting vector w. The best setting is 
H = L/2 for the M&M method while H = L - 1 for the 
proposed method. 

VI. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 

In Table I, the computational complexity of different meth- 
ods are presented in terms of the number of equivalent real 
multiplication (ERM), equivalent real addition (ERA), phase 
computation (arg{ .)) and modulo 2n operation. As discussed 

where -, is the mth component of the weighting 
in (15) with ce replaced by Cm which is described below. 

previously, reduced-complexity version of the methods from 
[61 using (16) and (18) achieves some complexity saving 
over the direct implementation using ( I  1)-(14). The proposed 
method and the M&M method have the same minimum 

Using high S N R  approximation as in [SI, we have 

$, II? 2nu/L +7r(m) - rr(m - I), 1 5 m 5 H,@0) complexity among the considered methods for H 5 LIZ. For 
L / 2  < H 5 L - 1, the proposed method has the minimum 
complexity. ~ r ( m )  = Im { ( N - A M ) ~ :  ~LA,[+)f i*(k - mM) + 

z*(k - mM)fi(k) + fi(k)%*(k - m M ) ]  }, (21) 
v11. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Simulation Parameters for 0 5 m 5 H .  The element of C+ can be given by 

C h n )  = E { $ ( m ) d n )  - r;(m - l ) r ~ ( n )  
- $ ( m ) ~ ( n -  1)  + r ; b  - l)rr(n - 1)) (22) 

where for 0 _< p 5 H and 0 5 q 5 H, and the expectation 
term can be expressed as (23) at the bottom of the page. 

The variance of the B L W  in this case is given by 

Since C, is of full rank for 1 5 H 5 L-1, we can readily find 
that the variance (24) achieves the minimum at H = L-1. The 

Simulations have been carried out to evaluate the estimation 
performance of the proposed methods. The simulation param- 
eters are the same as those in [51, [6]: N = 1024, ZN, + 1 
= 861, 40 cyclic prefix samples, L = 8 and v = 1.6. The 
channel considered is a multipath Rayleigh fading channel 
with 25 paths, the path delays of 0, I ,  ..., 24 samples and 
an exponential power delay profile with the power of i th path 
equal to exp(-i/5). Two scenarios are considered: a quasi- 
static channel and a time-varying channel having a classical 
Doppler spectrum with a normalized maximum Doppler fre- 
quency f d T  = 0.025. In Fig. I ,  the weighting values of the 
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TABLE I 
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT FREQUENCY OFFSET EST~MATORS 

Method VGmnre SNR (dB) 
KXiO 0 5 IO IS 2u . 
Lf 0.8571 0.9115 0.9408 0.9486 0.9512 

B. D = ‘ 0.7619 0.8133 0.9163 0.9308 0.9356 &$ 0.7515 0.8694 0.9148 0.9302 0.9352 
- ?:! 0.9524 0.9524 0,9524 0.9524 0.9524 

I I n I n I n I n 
H H H 

Besf sning O f  H I L-l (Merhcd A. 8) I L-l I UZ U I UZ IMclhcd C) I I II 

I I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

SNR (dB) 

Fig. 2. The frequency estimation MSE pelfomance comparison in a quasi- 
stalic multipath Rayleigh fading channel (L = 8) 

proposed method are presented for H = L - 1 = 7. The 
adjacent phase differential of correlation terms with smaller 
correlation distances give a more reliable estimate. 

B. MSE Performance in a Quasi-static Multipath Rayleigh 
Fading Channel 

Fig. 2 shows the simulation results for the frequency offset 
estimation MSE performance of the proposed method, Method 
B of 161 and the M&M method in a quasi-static multipath 
Rayleigh fading channel. For the M&M method, H = L/2, 
which gives the minimum variance, is used. Method B of [6] 
and the proposed method have the same MSE performance. 
The reason is that although the estimators are of different form, 
both use the BLUE principle and the same approximation in 
calculating the weighting values, resulting in the same result. 
For high SNR values, all methods have virtually the same MSE 
performance. As the S N R  value becomes smaller, the proposed 
method with H = 4 achieves slightly better MSE performance 
than the M&M method while keeping the same complexity as 
the M&M method. The proposed method with H = L - 1 
achieves a slight additional improvement over the proposed 
method with H = L/2. Also included for comparison in the 
figure is the CRB given by [51. The proposed method with 
H = 7 have the MSE performance quite close to CRB for all 
considered SNR values. 

C. Effect of the Number of Identical P a m  L 
From the BLUE variance and the simulation results from 

[61, the best value of H has been observed to be the largest 

C. [SI 0.9311 0.9311 0.9311 0.9371 0.9377 I 0.9315 I 0.9375 I 0.9375 I 0.9375 I 0.9375 I 
one among the allowable values, i.e., H = L - 1 for the 
proposed method and Method A, B from [6] and H = L/2 
for Method C from [6] and the M&M method. Table I1 
presents the BLUE variances computed from the ratio of two 
variances with different values of L. For Method B and D. it 
is intractable to obtain a close form expression of the BLUE 
variance. Hence, we evaluate it by computer simulation. For 
Method C and M&M method, the ratio of the variances is 

Same as in Method C and M&M method, a larger L value 
gives a smaller BLUE variance in Method B and D. Unlike 
Method C and M&M method, for fixed L values, different 
SNR values yields different BLUE variance ratios in Method 
B and D. For Method B and D, the improvement with a 
larger value of L is slightly greater at a lower SNR value 
than at higher S N R  value. At low S N R  values, it is also 
observed that a larger L value brings in more improvement 
for Method B and D than for Method C and M&M method. 
This theoretical investigation suggests that the larger the value 
of L is, the better the estimation performance will be, although 
the improvement is marginal. However, it will be seen in the 
following that this theoretical implication is not fully complied 
with the simulation results. 

Computer simulation of estimation MSE performance with 
different L values are presented in Fig. 3 in a quasi-static 
multipath Rayleigh fading channel. For S N R d  dB, L = 32, 
64 and 128 give almost the same MSE performance where 
L = 64 has a marginally better MSE performance. As SNR 
value increases, L = 16,32,64, and 128 give almost the same 
MSE performance, and at SNR=25 dB, L = 16 and 32 are 
just marginally better. Notably, L = 512 gives a substantial 
performance degradation. This inconsistence with theoretical 
implication comes from the fact that the variance of BLUE 
assumes that the total energy of the received training samples 
is constant. However, from (3). it is observed that the pilot 
tones are affected by the sub-channel responses. When L is 

(1 - l/L?)/(l - l/LZ). 
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Fig. 3. The frequency estimation MSE performance with different values of 
L in a quasi-static multipath Rayleigh fading channel 

large, the number of non-zero pilot tones becomes small. 
This causes high fluctuation of the receive training energy 
at different snap-shops. When the training signal is in deep 
fade, the estimation performance will he seriously affected 
and therefore degrade the overall performance. 

From the simulation results, it is clear that an improper 
choice of L value can lead to a significant performance degra- 
dation while a proper choice can give a slight performance 
improvement. Based on the simulation results, our suggestion 
for a suitable choice of L value would be around NIK where 
K is the number of effective sample-spaced channel taps. 

D. MSE Perfomonce in a 'timevarying Multiparh Rayleigh 
Foding Channel 

Fig. 4 shows the estimation MSE performance of the 

I I 
0 5 i o  15 20 

SNR (dB) 

Fig. 4. 
varying multipath Rayleigh fading channel ( L  = 8) 

SNR values. With added complexity (i.e., LIZ < H 5 L - l), 
the proposed method can achieve a slight additional MSE 
performance improvement. If complexity is not a concern. 
the proposed method with H = L - 1 can be chosen. The 
proposed method can give a trade-off for complexity and 
MSE performance by setting the value of H within I 5 H 
- < L - 1 while the M&M method can give the trade-off by 
setting the value of H within 1 5 U 5 LIZ. The number of 
identical parts, L, contained in the training symbol can have 
some impact on the MSE performance. A suitable choice of L 
value would be around N / K  or less where K is the number 
of effective sample-spaced channel taps and N is the total 
number of subcarriers (or FFT points). 

The frequency estimation MSE perfomance comparison in a time- 

proposed method with H = L - 1. H =-LIZ and the M&M A .̂,. .-..,. --,....-.,- nLhl""wLD""LIID1* 1 
method with H = L/2 .  Both methods experience some perfor- 
mance degradation due to the distorted repetitive structure of 
the trainine svmbol caused bv time-varvine channel. With the 

This work was suPP*ed* in P m  the Foundation 
Grant, the UniVeISity Of Texas at Dallas, awarded t0 Dr. Hlaing 

with H = L - 1 brings in additional slight improvement on 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
Reduced complexity versions of OFDM frequency offset 

estimation methods based on BLUE principal from 161 are 
presented. The added complexity. which is the cost for a 
slight MSE performance improvement of those methods from 
161 over the M&M method [5 ] ,  can be reduced by using 
the reduced complexity version presented in this paper al- 
though the M&M method still has complexity advantage. 
Another frequency offset estimation method based on BLUE 
principle is also presented which possesses both the slight 
MSE performance advantage of the methods from [61 and 
the complexity advantage of the M&M method. At the same 
complexity, this proposed method achieves a slight (marginal) 
MSE performance improvement over the M&M method at low 

estimation MSE at moderate and low SNR values, 
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